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What the Frack? How your investments can impact the fracking industry  
March 13, 2013 in Boulder, CO

Sustainable Impact Investment Advisors, a professional association of investment advisors whose practices focus on sustainable and socially responsible investing, sponsored a panel conversation on hydraulic fracking. A panel of experts, including industry representatives and grass roots opponents, discussed the pros and cons of fracking. The panel provided an overview of fracking, and food for thought about whether you choose to include this industry in your investments, or influence companies to use this technology with only the utmost care.

Speakers included Kathryn Mutz, Director of the Intermountain Oil and Gas BMP Project at the CU Law School's Getches-Wilkinson Center, Kathleen Sgamma of Western Energy Alliance, and Sam Schabacker, who led the Longmont initiative to ban fracking. The moderator was Leslie Samuelrich, Executive VP of Green Century Capital Management (a mutual fund company).

What the FRACK?
When: Wed, March 13, 2013, 5:30pm – 7:30pm
Where: Bacaro 921 Pearl St Boulder, CO 80302 (map)

Description: We are excited to invite you and a guest to “What the Frack? How your investments can impact the fracking industry”. We have gathered together a panel of experts to discuss the pros and cons of fracking. It will give you an overview of what fracking is, how it impacts the earth, what is being done locally to stop it and how your investments may be used to support or ban fracking based on your feelings about it. It will be at Bacaro in Boulder on March 13th from 5:30pm-7:30. Food and drinks will be served. Space is limited so if you can email back letting us know if you can make it. We hope to see you there!